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KLIK Automates Wireless Presentation System Setup with KLIK
Wizard™ Application
Ultra-compact HDMI dongle plugs into—and is powered by—any display or projector,
transforming it into a wireless screen for use with any PC or Mobile device.
Bellevue, WA/Amsterdam, NL (February 4, 2019) – KLIK Communications have today unveiled
the KLIK Wizard™ application, which automates the setup and configuration of the company’s
wireless presentation systems—at ISE2019 in Amsterdam.
KLIK Wizard™ is a free application designed to work with all KLIK models, including the all-new
KLIK STIK™ Compact HDMI wireless dongle. The app runs on both Mac and Windows PCs and
fully automates the process of configuring a KLIK through a simple and intuitive series of guided
steps. Setup includes network connection, naming the device, and selection of options; it even
allows users to change the desktop wallpaper, with its built-in cropping and resizing tools.
“KLIK Wizard™ is like a guided tour through the setup process,” according to company founder
Costa Lakoumentas. “Based on the feedback we received from our Integrators who have been
using our ‘KLIK Manager™’ product on larger installs, we saw a need for a streamlined and foolproof setup process. KLIK Wizard™ is the direct result of that feedback.”
The KLIK Wizard™ application is being shown for the first time to the AV industry at ISE2019 in
Amsterdam, between 5-8 February and will be included with all KLIK models going forward.
For more details visit www.klikboks.com/wizard
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KLIK Communications is an engineering-driven startup with a mission to create technologies
that enhances the way people collaborate in offices, classrooms, meeting spaces and anywhere
else ideas are exchanged. Founded in the Seattle area in 2015, the company builds the KLIK
Boks™ line of wireless presentation systems, sold by a network of dealers, integrators and
distribution partners in the US, Canada, and over 20 countries worldwide. Visit klikboks.com.
For more information please contact:
Costa Lakoumentas – costa.lakoumentas@klikboks.com + 1 (206) 605 6211
Chuck Rhinehart – chuck@klikboks.com + 1 (206) 427 4476
KLIK Communications Inc.
1215 120th Ave NE, Suite 203
Bellevue, WA 98005
USA
Tel: + 1 (425) 298 6814
klik@klikboks.com
www.klikboks.com
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